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(54) Method for controlling a firewall

(S7) When a mobile terminal 21 connected to an Internet service provider (ISP) 30 intends to access an inner
network 20 wfthin a firewall 22 via the Internet 10. the ISP sends terminal user information to the inner
network. An agent host 32 investigates the Internet protocol (IP) address and the account of the terminal and
determines whetherthe mobile terminal is a terminal moved from the inner network based on this
Information. If this is the case, a host 23 managing the firewall sets a filter in the firewall allowing
telecommunication between the mobile terminal and the inner network. The communication between the
terminal and inner network may be by means of a two-way IP tunnel 40.
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Specification

2316841

TITLE OF TOE INVENTION

Method for dynamically controlling a firewall

FIELD OF TOE INVENTION

This invention relates to a method for dynamically controlling a

firewall.

BACKGROUND OF TOE INVENTION

In a case of connecting a private network with the Internet, it is

necessary to prevent a dishonest access from the Internet; However, if

perfectly shut down a telecaanunication between an internal network and

an external network, it is impossible for a user of the internal

network to access to his tome network via the Internet.

Therefore, it is necessary to construct a firewall which

selectively permits a telecommunication from an outside via the

Internet,

In a prior art of a firewall, out of all data packets between the

internal network and the external network, a previously permitted packet

is only passed, but, another packet is shut down by using a filter.

Generally, such a filter is set by designating an IP (Internet

Protokol) address of a terminal sending a packet, an IP address of a

terminal receiving the packet, a kind of used protokol and a port nimber

etc. For example, in a case of a telecommunication from an specific

external IP address to any internal host (terminal) by using TCP

(Transmission Control Protokol), a telecommunication using a specific

port number (for exanple, 1 10) Is permitted.

Wherein, the port number is an identifier for indicating a process

of an upper layer in TCP or UEP (User Datagram Protokol).

However, it is difficult to obtain a pertinent filtering when a
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user accesses to his home network, by a dial-up or ppp connection via an

ISP (Internet Service Provider) at outside of the heme network, by

using a mobile computer such as a note-type personal computer (a note-type

PC), because upper D digits indicates a network with which the mobile

PC is connected -and lower 4 digits indicates an identifier of the mobile

PC in the network, while the IP address used in the Internet

teleconnunication is indicated by k bytes number.

Namely, in a case of dial-up connection by a mobile host (MH)

moved from its home network, the IP address assigned to the mobile host

is different every connection, then it is impossible to take a

telecommunication using an IP address assigned in its home network.

Therefore, it is difficult to set a filter in the firewall by

designating an IP (Internet Protokol) address of the terminal sending a

data packet and an IP address of the terminal receiving the data packet,

because an IP address of a moved terminal is not constant in the dail-

up connection.

Furthermore, it is not always possible for the user to use inner

resources (a disk, data base and WWW etc.) of the home network to which

he usually accesses, even if the filter of the firewall is pertinently

set and it is possible only for an authorized mobile host and its user

to permit an access from outside to the heme network, because an access

to the inner resources is individually •Hm-itcH and the access is

permitted or is not permitted based on an IP address of a client

terminal.

Next, referring to Fig. 3, a mobile-IP address is explained, the

mobile-IP is under work for standardization.

The mobile IP is a technique which enables to use a san»» ip

address to the mobile terminal which moves anywhere, whenever the mobile

terminal connects the Internet.
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However, now, the mobile-IP is not adaptive to a network having

the firewall.

In Fig. 3, 100 denotes the Internet, 200 denotes a home network of

a mobile terminal 201 , 202 denotes a home agent (HA) on the home network

200, 203 denotes a router, 300 denotes an ISP, 400 denotes another

network and H01 denotes a terminal on the network 400.

In Fig. 3, an IP address of the home network 200 to which the

mobile terminal 201 is usually connected is [133.128.8.0], an IP

address of the mobile terminal 201 on the home network 200 is [133.128.8.

81], an IP address of the home agent 202 is [133.128.8.100], and, an IP

address of the mobile terminal 201 is [130.54.20.199] which is assigned

by the ISP when the terminal 201 connects to the ISP by dial-up

connection.

Generally, when a packet is sent from the terminal 101 on the

network 400 to the terminal 201, as a rout 501 shown in Fig. 3, the

packet is transferred to the home network 200 to which the terminal 201

is usually connected. Therefore, when the terminal has been moved to

another network, for example the ISP 300, it is necessary to transfer

the packet to the network 300.

For transferring the packet, in the mobile-IP, an agent hast is

respectively provided to the network from which the mobile terminal is

moved and the network to which the mobile terminal is moved. The agent

in the network from which the mobile terminal is moved is called as a

home agent and the agent in the network to which the mobile terminal is

moved is called as a foreign agent. It is possible that the mobile

terminal has a function of the foreign agent. In Fig. 3, the mobile

terminal 201 has a function of the foreign agent.

When the terminal 201 moved from its home network 200 connects to
the ISP 300 by dial-up connection 301, a temporary IP address [130.54.2
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0.199] is assigned to the terminal 201 by the ISP.

Hie IP address [130.54.20.199] of the mobile terminal 201 and its

IP address [133.128.8.81] in the home network 200 are informed to the

home agent 202 in the home network 200 via the ISP and the Internet100.

Then, the home-agent 202 records that the terminal 201 having the IP [133

128.8.81] is moving and its temporary IP address is [130.5U.20.199] in

its data base, based on the received information.

Wien a packet is sent from the terminal 401 in the network 400 to

the terminal 201 by using the usual IP address [133.128.8.81], as shown

by route 502, the home agent 202 receives the packet instead of the

mobile terminal 201. Then, as shown by the route 503, the home agent

202 transfers the packet from the terminal 401 to the mobile terminal

201 via the Internet 100 and the ISP 300 to the mobile terminal 201 , by

embedding the packet from the terminal 401 into a packet forwarded to

the temporary IP address [130.54.20.199]. The mobile terminal 201

obtains the original packet of the terminal 401 from the received

packet, if necessary, as shown by the route 504, any packet to the

terminal 401 via the ISP and the Internet.

As mentioned-above, in the mobile-IP, it is possible to a packet

from the terminal 401 to the mobile terminal 201 by using the usual IP

address [133.128.8.81].

However, the telecommunication using the temporary IP address [130.

54.20.199] is necessary between the mobile terminal 201 and the home

agent 202.

Namely, in the mobile-IP, since any process is not applied to the

packet send from the mobile terminal 201 , an usual routing is necessary.

Therefore, it is impossible for the mobile terminal 201 to another

terminal inside the home network 200 except for the heme agent 202

under the above-mentioned firewall, because only the teleconmunication
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between the mobile terminal 201 and the home agent 202 is allowed.

This means that the mobile tenninal 201 is limited to access to the

resource of its home network 200.

An object of the present invention is to provide a method for

dynamically controlling a firewall which enables to set a filter

pertinent to the mobile terminal being connected with the ISP (Internet

Service Provider) by the dial-up connection and its user.

An object of embodixnents of the present invention is to provide a

method for dynamically controlling a firewall which enables to pertinently

permit that said mobile terminal and its user access to the resource of the

heme network frcm outside.

The present invention enables to set a pertinent filter by

obtaining a user information frcm an Internet service provider. Brtxxiiments

of the present invention resolve an limitation of an access to a resource

of a hone network by combining the filter setting with a mobile-IP

According to the present invention there is provided a method for
enabling a pertinent filter canprising the steps of:

a step for sending a user information of a terminal being connected to

an internet service provider by dial-up connection to an inner network

inside a firewall from said internet service provider when said terminal

accesses to said inner network via the Internet.

a step that said inner network determines whether said terminal is a

mobile tenninal moved from said inner network, based on said user

information;

a step for setting a filter of said firewall to permit a

teleccmrnunication between said terminal when said terminal is said
mobile terminal moved from said inner network.

In a method embodying the present invention, for resolving an limitation

of an access, further an
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IP tunnel is used after setting of said filter for a telecotnnunication

between said terminal and inner network.

In another embodiment for resolving an limitation of an access, said

user information is transferred between an agent host provided in said

internet service provider and a host for managing said firewall which

sets said filter of said firewall provided in said inner network, and

said teleconnunication using said IP tunnel is done between said

terminal and a home agent provided in said inner network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 shows a configuration of a system to which a method embodying

the present invention is applied.

Fig. 2 shows a mobile-IP which is adaptive to a firewall.

Fig. 3 shows an prior art mobile-IP which is not adaptive to a

firewall.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PKhl-tKKhD EMBODIMENTS

An embodiment of the present invention will be explained referring

to the drawings.

In Fig. 1 , 10 denotes the Internet, 20 denotes an inner network

having plural home networks 20A, 20B and 20C, 21 denotes a mobile

terminal which is usually connected to the inner network 20, 22

denotes a firewall, 23 denotes a host for managing the firewall, 2U

denotes a home agent provided in each of home networks 20A, 20B and 20C,

30 denotes an ISP (Internet Service Provider), 31 denotes a server

for authentication in the ISP, 32 denotes an agent host in the ISP.

Tne mobile terminal 21 has a function of a foreign agent for

mobile-IP. The mobile terminal 21 is intended to connect the inner

network 20 via the Internet, by dial-up connection to the ISP at any

location after moving from the home network.

In this embodiment, a mechanism for controlling the firewall based
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on a user information obtained from the ISP and a mobile-IP aechanism

adaptive to the firewall are provided.

The mechanism for controlling the firewall 22 based an the user

information obtained from ISP 30 will be explained referring to Fig, 1

.

A user account (ID) and a pass word are input to the ISP 30, when

a user of the mobile terminal 21 intends to connect to tte ISP 30 by the

dial-up connection. In the ISP 30, the authentication server 31

determines whether the user input data are proper or not. Only when the

user input data are proper, an IP address is assigned to the mobile

terminal 21 , then the mobile terminal 21 is connected to the Internet

100. For this purpose, the ISP 30 can always grasp which user is

connecting to the ISP 30 based on the user information and which IP

address is assigned to the mobile terminal 21

.

When the inner network 20 can know the user and an IP address used

by the user, by obtaining the user information from the ISP 30, it is

possible to properly set the filter. Then, it is possible to permit a

telecomnunication from a user who is previously allowed to **y»»ss to the

inner network 20 and to exclude an access from a user who has not

authority for the access.

In Fig.1 , a mechanism for adding and/or deleting a filter is

provided, by providing the host 23 for managing the firewall within the

inner network 20. Further, the agent host 32 is provided within the

ISP so that only the telecaummicatiOT between the agent host 32 and the

host 23 for managing the firewall can be allowed. Since the hosts 23

and 32 can use a fixed IP address for this telecoamunication, there is

no problem on setting the filter for the firewall.

Concretely, the filter is set by the following steps (1)~(7).

The step (n) corresponds to an symbol (n) in Fig,1.

(1) When the mobile terminal 21 intends to access to the inner network
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20 fran outside of it, the mobile terminal 21 requests an establishment

of the connection between the mobile terminal 21 and the inner network

20 via the the agent host 32 in the ISP.

(2) The agent host 32 investigates an IP address and an account at dial-

up connection of the mobile terminal 21

.

(3) The agent host 32 relays a message from the mobile terminal 21 to

the host 23 for managing the firewall, only when the mobile terminal 21

is connected by using a specific account which is allowed to access

inside the firewall 22.

(4) An authentication is done by end-to-end method between the mobile

terminal 21 and the home agent 24 via the host 23 for managing the

firewall, because, in mobile-IP, an authentication must be done between

the mobile terminal and the home agent.

(5) If the authentication is successful, the home agent sends a message

of the success to the host 23 for managing the firewall.

(6) Then, the host 23 for managing the firewall changes the setting of
the firewall 22 so as to permit the telecannunication between the

mobile terminal 21 and the home agent 24.

(7) At the time when the host 23 for managing the firewall enables the

telecommunication between the mobile terminal 21 and the home agent 24

by changing the setting of the firewall 22, the host 23 informs it to
the home agent 24 and the host 23 informs it to the mobile terminal 21

via the agent host 32. After receiving the message, the home agent 24
sets an IP tunnel to the mobile terminal 21 and the mobile terminal 21

sets an IP tunnel to the home agent 24, then a two-way IP tunnel 40 is

set.

By using the two-way IP tunnel 40, the mobile terminal 21

telecommunicates with each terminal of the inner network 20. Wherein,

the mobile terminal 21 periodically sends a message for maintaining the
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connection to the host 23 for managing the firewall. When the message

for maintaining the connection from a certain mobile terminal stops, the

host 23 for managing the firewall automatically deletes the filter

setting to the mobile terminal.

As mentioned above, it is possible to set the firewall 22 only

within a necessary term and only for the telecommunication of which

start point and end point are distinctly restricted.

A specification of the mobile-IP which is under work for

standardization is not adaptive to the network 20 having the firewall

22.

Then, the mobile-IP is improved to adapt to the firewall 22 as

follows, and the improved mobile-IP is combined with the above-

mentioned filter setting.

An combination of the mobile-IP and the dynamic firewall control

will be explained referring to Fig. 2.

As a route 52 shown in Fig. 2, a packet from the mobile terminal 21

to the terminal 25 inside the firewall 22 is embedded in a packet to

the home agent 24, then sent out. The home agent 24 obtains an original

packet out of the received packet. The home agent 24 sends the

obtained packet to the inner terminal 25, as a route 53 shown in Fig. 2,

by sends again the obtained packet to the Internet. In Fig. 2, 26

denotes a router. When the mobile terminal exist in the inner network

20, the mobile terminal 21 telecommunicates with the inner terminal 25

via a route 51.

As mentioned-above, even if an authority is individually allowed

in the inner network 20, it is possible to permit the access based on

the IP address of the mobile terminal 21 which is usually connected

with the network 20 by using the two-way tunnel between the mobile

terminal 21 and the home agent 24. Therefore, it is possible to
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communicate between the mobile terminal 21 and the inner terminal 25.

According to the present invention, it is possible to set the

firewall so as to permit the coamunication from the specific user in

connection with the ISP by dail-up connection.

Farther, according to embodiments of the present invention, because
of an improvement and an combination of the mobile-IP. it is possible to
access to the resources of the inner- network fron outside as sane as
connected with the inner network.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1
. A method for dynamically controlling a firewall comprising

steps of:

a step fop sending a user information of a terminal being

connected to an internet service provider by dial-up connection to an

inner network inside a firewall from said internet service provider when

said terminal annefyys to said inner network via the Internet;

a step that said inner network determines whether said terminal is

a mobile terminal moved from said inner network, based on said user

information;

a step for setting a filter of said firewall to permit a

telecommunication between said terminal when said terminal is said

mobile terminal moved from said inner network.

2. The method claimed in claim 1 wherein, an IP tunnel is used

after setting of said filter for a telecannunication between said

terminal and said inner network.

3. The method claimed in claim 2 wherein, said user information

is transferred between an agent host provided in said internet service

provider and a host for managing said firewall which sets said filter

of said firewall provided in said inner network, and said

telecommunication using said IP tunnel is done between said terminal

and a home agent provided in said inner network.

4. A method for dynanically controlling a firewall substantially
as hereinbefore described with reference to the accarpanying drawings.
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